
 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

On March 8, 2023, Timothy Eugene Fisher, 51, of Port Deposit, Maryland was convicted of Possession 

with Intent to Distribute: Cocaine and Possession of a Controlled Dangerous Substance: Cocaine following a 

two-day jury trial in the Circuit Court for Harford County.  

 

 Deputies testified before the Honorable Paul W. Ishak that a traffic stop was conducted on February 6, 

2019, after a vehicle was observed passing a school bus on a double yellow, no passing zone. The vehicle had 

been observed earlier in the day by the Harford County Narcotics Task Force engaging in activity consistent 

with the sale of controlled dangerous substances (CDS). While approaching the vehicle, the stopping Deputy 

observed Fisher, the front seat passenger, making movements in the vehicle. While speaking with the occupants 

of the vehicle, the Deputy observed a black digital scale on the center console, prompting a request for a K-9 

scan.  Both occupants exited the vehicle.  At that time, deputies observed a white powder substance in and 

around Fisher’s left nostril.  Deputies attempted to take Fisher into custody, but he resisted.  Fisher was 

ultimately restrained by deputies, and there was a positive K-9 alert on the vehicle.  A search of the car revealed 

a digital scale and a white plastic bag containing numerous sandwich bags consistent with packaging cocaine.  

A search of Fisher’s person disclosed two additional plastic bags containing suspected cocaine. One of those 

bags contained ten (10) individual one gram bags of the substance.  A third bag was recovered containing 

suspected cutting agent.  The recovered CDS was submitted to the Maryland State Police Forensic Sciences 

Division for testing and positively identified as cocaine.  A law enforcement expert testified that the recovery of 

the scale, cutting agent, packaging materials, and large amounts of individually packaged CDS is consistent 

with intent to distribute. 

 

 The Harford County State’s Attorney’s Office has filed a Notice of Intent to Request Subsequent 

Offender Enhanced Penalties on this case, citing Fisher’s prior convictions for Possession with Intent to 

Distribute Narcotics in 2005 and Assault with Intent to Maim in 1990.  Fisher faces a maximum sentence of 

forty (40) years in prison and fines of up to thirty thousand ($30,000) dollars.   

 

 The Honorable Paul W. Ishak ordered that Fisher remain out on bond pending sentencing which has 

been scheduled for July 5, 2023 in the Circuit Court for Harford County. 

 

 Following the verdict, State’s Attorney Alison M. Healey commented that a clear message is being sent 

to drug dealers that her administration has zero tolerance for drugs in Harford County. “Our office continues to 

send the message that we will not tolerate the distribution of this poison on our streets.  If you distribute 

controlled dangerous substances in Harford County, we will make every effort to ensure you are incarcerated 

and that our community is safe.” 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ms. Healey would like to thank Senior Deputy Jackson, Sgt. Waldsmith, the Harford County Sheriff’s 

Office and the Narcotics Taskforce for their hard work in this case and their efforts every day to rid our 

community of these dangerous substances and the drug dealers that distribute them.  She also commends 

Assistant State’s Attorney Matthew George for his hard work, preparation, and advocacy in this matter. 

      

 


